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Year Books



The book contains 9 sections of Cardiology; 

 Chest and Critical Care; 

 Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders;

 Gastroenterology and Hepatology;

 Infectious Diseases, HIV and TB;

 Miscellaneous (Geriatrics, Genetics, and 
Pregnancy Related); 

 Nephrology and Hypertension;

 Neurology; 

 and Rheumatology and

 Immunology.

Each section has around 21 articles covering 
useful new information in the literature.



Year Books

 Each section has approx. 21 articles from high-
impact factor journals and some important journals.

 A title is given to each commentary, which gives the 
main message of the trial.

 The commentary discusses the article and relevant 
issues.

 Uniformity in the pattern of commentaries, simple 
expressive language, and associated clinical message 
are distinguished features of the book

 A compilation of all the significant trials of 2019
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معیارهای انتخاب عنوان



(مطالعات مشاهده ای)مدل اول 

 اساسیمعیارهای
قابلیت اجرا

اجتناب از دوباره کاری

متناسب با زمان بودن

معیارهای جنبی
 (وسعت و شدت مساله)مناسبت داشتن

با صرفه بودن

ملاحظات اخلاقی



(مطالعات مداخله ای)مدل دوم 
 ضرورت

مناسبت

احتمال موفقیت

 حاصل از پیامدهای پژوهشتاثیر نهایی



How to write a good title



Title

 First & most of the times the only part of an article

that readers and editors see and read.

 Key elements that advertises the paper’s contents

 Informative and Specific

 Maybe helpful to choose the title when the paper is 

complete 



Characteristics of an effective title 

 Short and simple

 Concise and precise

 State subject, not conclusion

 Include study design (no consensus)

 Include time and place if necessary

 Remove empty phrases such as “A study of …”

 Use subtitles (notice number of words) “Exercise and 
Coronary Heart Disease: Framingham Offspring 
Study” 



Characteristics of an effective title 

 Identify the main issue of your paper

 Begin with the subject of your paper

 A good title must be accurate, unambiguous, specific, 

and complete

 Do not contain abbreviations.

 Informative

 Attract readers



Different ways of writing titles

 Titles that give independent variable, dependent 
variable, and population (classic method):

• Effect of asthma on linear growth in children

• Asthma and linear growth in children

Classic titles can be boring, especially if they are not 
short and concise.



Titles that give independent variable, dependent variable, 
and population



Titles that give independent variable, dependent variable, 
and population



Different ways of writing titles

Titles that pose a question:

 Does asthma reduce linear growth?

 Are asthmatic children shorter than non-asthmatic 
children?

 May attract readers who want to know the answer.

o They tend to suggest a positive result and are 
therefore misleading if …



Titles that pose a question



Titles that pose a question



Different ways of writing titles

Titles that give the answer to the question:
(The “assertive sentence title”)

 Asthma is negatively associated with growth in 
height during adolescence

 Linear growth deficit in asthmatic children

Whilst these title work well to attract attention
amongst the poster rows at a conference, they 
should certainly not be used to report study results 
in a journal article.



Different ways of writing titles

Titles that give the answer to the question (cont.):

The “assertive sentence title” has grown in 
popularity but Should Be Avoided at all costs for 
journal articles.

These titles give an answer to the study question 
and, as such, convey an impression of eternal truth.

What about possibility of error???

 It remains in literature forever.



Title 

 Try and work towards a title that is

• Short

• Informative

• Attractive

• Factually correct



 Title in cross-section studies

 Title in case-control and cohort studies

 Title in interventional studies



cross-section studies: example



case-control studies: example



Title in interventional studies

PICO:

Patients

Intervention 

Comparison
Outcome



Example

[The efficacy and safety of testa triticum

tricum purif in treatment of functional 

constipation in the late middle-aged and 

elderly patients: a multicenter 

randomized controlled clinical trial]

Intervention

Outcome

Patients



Example

The Effect of Probiotic Yogurt on 
Constipation in Pregnant Women: A 
Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial


